In this article, we will prove that the subsectors of α-induced sectors for M ⋊Ĝ ⊃ M forms a modular category, where M ⋊Ĝ is the crossed product of M by the group dualĜ of a finite group G. In fact, we will prove that it is equivalent to Müger's crossed product. By using this identification, we will exhibit an orbifold aspect of the quantum double of ∆(not necessarily non-degenerate) obtained from a Longo-Rehren inclusion A ⊃ B ∆ under certain assumptions.
Introduction
Orbifold phenomena have sometimes appeared in subfactor theory. The first appearance was to construct subfactors with Dynkin diagrams of type D 2n out of subfactors with Dynkin diagrams of type A 4n−3 through Dynkin diagram automorphisms [15] . This method in consequence suggested the orbifold construction removes the degeneracy of braiding, and it is in fact proved in [10] . Along the same line, in [8] Evans and Kawahigashi extended the method of orbifold construction to the Hecke algebra subfactors of Wenzl [32] . In a more sophisticated way, Goto defined an orbifold subfactor as a simultaneous crossed product by non-strongly outer automorphism with the trivial Loi invariant [11] .
There is another known way to remove degeneracy of braiding. That is the quantum double construction. Originally, it is the way to construct a higher symmetric Hopf algebra out of the initial Hopf algebra and its dual Hopf algebra. In subfactor context, we have Ocneanu's asymptotic inclusion M ∞ ⊃ M ∨ M op constructed from a hyperfinite II 1 subfactor N ⊂ M. The finite system of M ∞ -M ∞ bimodules obtained from an asymptotic inclusion is known to form a modular category. In fact, it is the so called center construction in category theory [14] . However, this correspondence is not obvious because Ocneanu's construction of the finite system of M ∞ -M ∞ bimodules makes an ingenious use of topological quantum field theory in three dimensions in the sense of Atiyah [1] . For infinite factors, Longo and Rehren introduced an interesting subfactor nowadays called the Longo-Rehren subfactor. The Longo-Rehren subfactor produces the same tensor category as the one the asymptotic inclusion does [20] .
In his paper [13] , Izumi examined and clarified the structure of a LongoRehren subfactor and its quantum double in a completely algebraic way, i.e., without using any help of TQFT. Moreover, he proved that the quantum double obtained from a Longo-Rehren inclusion is a modular category and further gave the description of modular S-and T -matrices in the language of sectors. Thus, the quantum double in subfactors also provides a machinery to remove degeneracy of braiding. See [10] , [21] for the relationship between the orbifold construction and the asymptotic (or Longo-Rehren) inclusion.
In [10] , Evans and Kawahigashi proved that the quantum double of a finite system of bimodules with non-degenerate braiding∆ is equivalent tô ∆ ⊗∆ op as tensor categories. It often happens that a subsystem ∆ of a finite system of non-degenerate braiding∆ is degenerate. A typical example is∆ = a full system of WZW SU(N) k -model and ∆ = the grading 0 part of∆. (The grading is introduced by the cyclic group Z N acting on the set of integrable highest weight modules of level k. [17] ) In the case of SU(2) k and SU(3) k , they succeeded to describe the quantum double of ∆ in terms of∆ [10] . Later, by using sector theory, Izumi obtained the quantum double of ∆ in the case of SU(N) k which description is quite close to Müger's crossed product, namely dividing the double category∆ ⊗∆ op by the group symmetry Z N . In this paper, we will generalize Izumi's argument to obtain the description of the quantum double of ∆ in the language of Müger's crossed product, under the assumption that∆ is a minimal non-degenerate extension i.e., ∆ ∩ ∆ ′ = ∆ ∩ ∆ ′ . Müger's theory of crossed product has its origin at a conjecture by Rehren [27] : Extending endomorphisms on the observable algebra to the ones on the field algebra removes the degeneracy of the braiding. Müger solved this conjecture in [22] and he noticed that it could be possible to formulate the whole theory in terms of tensor category [24] . His formulation crucially depends on Doplicher-Roberts duality theory [6, 7] . (See [34] for another equivalent approach to crossed products.) It should be mentioned that at almost the same time as Müger's work, Bruguières developed how to construct a modular category out of a certain ribbon category, based on Deligne's internal characterization of tannakien category in characteristic 0.
These modularizations have obvious applications to the Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT. Bruguières himself examined some cases such as SL(N) and P SL(N) as examples [5] . Sawin used Müger's machinery to obtain a modular category out of closed subsets of the Weyl alcove of a simple Lie algebra, which is essentially the case dividing some ribbon categories associated with simple Lie algebras by the cyclic group actions. He also obtained a topological invariant of closed 3-manifolds associated with such modular categories [30] .
Since we have Longo-Rehren inclusions A ⊃ B ∆ ⊃ B∆ for a minimal non-degenerate extension∆ ⊃ ∆, we can construct the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant from the data of the quantum double of ∆. As an application of an orbifold aspect of the inclusions A ⊃ B ∆ ⊃ B∆, we will have a simpler description of the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of closed 3-manifolds constructed from the quantum double of ∆.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we collect some terminologies we need in this article. In particular, we will make quick (and somewhat brutal) reviews on the α-induction and Müger's theory of crossed product. In Sec.3, we explicitly compute the α-induction for the subfactor M ⋊Ĝ ⊃ M, where M ⋊Ĝ is the crossed product factor by group dual. We will prove that the subsectors of α-induced sectors for M ⋊Ĝ ⊃ M forms a modular category. This result is a folklore among the experts, but to the best of author's knowledge, there is no description in the present fashion. In Sec.4, we construct the Longo-Rehren inclusions A ⊃ B ∆ ⊃ B∆ from a minimal non-degenerate extension∆ ⊃ ∆, and we will prove that B ∆ ⊃ B∆ is conjugate to B∆ ⋊Ĝ ⊃ B∆. This implies that the quantum double of ∆ can be described by∆ and Müger's crossed product. In Sec.5, we will apply the result obtained in Sec.4 to the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant constructed from the quantum double of ∆. Combined with the result in [16] , we can have the statement that the Turaev-Viro-Ocneanu invariant constructed from ∆ is described by the sum of the product of the framed link invariant constructed from∆ and its complex conjugate, which gives a special case of Ocneanu's theorem [26] .
image has a finite index.
.ρ is called the conjugate of ρ. The unitary equivalence class of ρ ∈ Mor(N, M) 0 is called a sector, and we denote by [ρ] the sector of ρ.
Let M ⊃ N be an inclusion of infinite factors with finite index λ = [M : N] and γ be its canonical endomorphism. Then, it is known that there exist isometries v ∈ Hom(id, γ) and Hom(γ, γ 2 ) satisfying
Moreover, M = Nv and the conditional expectation E from M onto N is given by E(x) = w * γ(x)w.
Braided system of endomorphisms. Let M be an infinite factor, and ∆ 0 be a system of irreducible endomorphisms in End(M) 0 = Mor(M, M) 0 . More specifically, ∆ 0 is the set of irreducible normal * -endomorphisms of M closed under the following sector operations:
. We denote by ∆ the subset of End(M) 0 whose element is decomposed into finite direct sums of the elements in ∆ 0 as sectors.
A system of endomorphisms ∆ 0 is called braided if for any λ, µ ∈ ∆ 0 there exists a unitary intertwiner ε(λ, µ) ∈ Hom(λ · µ, µ · λ) with ε(id, µ) = ε(λ, id) = 1 satisfying the following (the Braiding-Fusion equations): For any λ, µ, ν ∈ ∆ 0 , t ∈ Hom(λ, µ · ν),
We call above ε a braiding on ∆ 0 . For a given braiding ε(λ, µ) on ∆ 0 , unitary intertwiners ε(µ, λ) * also satisfies the above conditions of the braiding. We will use the notations ε + (λ, µ) = ε(λ, µ) and ε − (λ, µ) = ε(µ, λ) * to emphasize the difference.
A braiding on ∆ 0 can be extended to a braiding on ∆ in the following way:
∆ is said to be non-degenerate if id M is the only degenerate sector. We denote the set of all of degenerate sectors in ∆ by ∆ d and the set of all of irreducible sectors in
* -tensor subcategory of ∆ with direct sums, subobjects and conjugates.
For
where φ ξ is the standard left inverse of ξ. The polar decomposition of λ ξ is given by
. It is easy to show that ω ξ = ±1 for ξ ∈ ∆ d (more generally, for an object in a symmetric C * -tensor category). ∆ d is said to be even if ω ξ = 1 for every irreducible ξ ∈ ∆ d . We assume ∆ d is even in the sequel. Then, by Doplicher-Roberts duality theory, there exists a finite group G up to isomorphism such that ∆ d ∼ =Ĝ, whereĜ is a category of finite dimensional unitary representations of G. α-induction. Let M ⊃ N be an inclusion of infinite factors with finite index and γ be its canonical endomorphism. Let ∆ 0 ⊂ End(N) 0 be a braided system of endomorphisms with a braiding ε. We define the α-induced endomorphism of λ ∈ ∆ 0 α λ ∈ End(M) by
The systematic use of α-induction was first made by Xu [33] , and further studied in a series of papers by Böckenhauer and Evans [2, 3, 4] . We list some properties of the α-induction [2, 33] :
The α-induction on ∆ 0 is extended to the one on ∆ preserving the above properties.
Premodular categories and Müger's crossed product
To define Müger's crossed product, we need some terminologies from category theory. See [19] for the basics on C * -tensor category and [23] for the full description of crossed product. Assumption 2.1. We assume that C is a C * -tensor category with conjugate, direct sums, subobjects, irreducible unit object ι and a unitary braiding ε.
We use the following notations which are popular in the context of the algebraic quantum field theory: We use small Greek letters ρ, σ etc for objects of C, and the tensor product is denoted by ρσ instead of ρ ⊗ σ. For operations of arrows, we denote the composition of arrows S ∈ Hom(ρ, σ), T ∈ Hom(σ, τ ) by T • S ∈ Hom(ρ, τ ), the tensor product of S ∈ Hom(ρ 1 , σ 1 ), T ∈ Hom(ρ 2 , σ 2 ) by S × T ∈ Hom(ρ 1 ρ 2 , σ 1 σ 2 ). We denote by C 0 the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects.
We remark that under Assumption 2.1 C is a ribbon category and we denote a twist for each irreducible object ρ ∈ C by ω ρ .
Since we assume that C has a conjugateρ for each object ρ, there are
Then, the dimension of an irreducible object ρ is defined by d(ρ) = R ρ * • R ρ , which takes its value in [1, ∞) . (This definition of the dimension extends to reducible objects.)
If the set C 0 is finite, the category is called rational. Then, its dimension is defined by dim C = ξ∈C 0 d(ξ)
2 . In subfactor context, this is called the global index. When C is rational, then we set the complex number
for ξ, η ∈ C 0 . One can prove that S ′ (ξ, η) does not depend on the choice of representatives of ξ and η.
If S ′ is invertible, C is called modular. When C is modular, the matrices
Diag(ω ξ ) are unitaries and satisfy the relations
where
Definition 2.2. If C satisfies Assumption 2.1 and is rational, we say C is C * -premodular.
For a C * -premodular category C and its full subcategory S, we define
by Theorem 3.2 [25] .
Let C be a C * -premodular category and we set D C = C ∩ C ′ . We assume that D C is even, i.e., twist ω ξ = 1 for each irreducible object ξ. Then, by Doplicher-Roberts duality theory [6, 7] , there is a finite group such that D C is equivalent to U(G) as symmetric tensor * -categories with conjugates, where U(G) is a category of finite dimensional unitary representations of G. In the following, we use the symbol ⊠ for the tensor product of U(G).
Let F be an invertible functor from D C to U(G) which gives the equivalence,Ĝ be the set of all isomorphism classes of irreducible objects in D C , {γ k |k ∈Ĝ} be a section of objects in D C such that γ 0 = ι and
Then, a category C ⋊ 0 D C is defined in the following manner.
• Obj C ⋊ 0 D C = Obj C with the same tensor product as C
and extend this linearly.
and extend this linearly. Let S ⊗ ψ ∈ Hom C⋊ 0 D C (ρ, σ), where S ∈ Hom(γ k ρ, σ) and ψ k ∈ H k . We define the * -operation of the arrows (S ⊗ ψ)
where Ω is a unit vector in the trivial representation
It turns out that C ⋊ 0 D C is a C * -tensor category with conjugates and direct sums.
Remark 2.3. For C, we have another braiding ε − (λ, µ) = ε(µ, λ) * . When we need to clarify which braiding we used, we will write C ⋊ 0,+ D C and C ⋊ 0,− D C depending on the choice of the braiding ε + and ε − , respectively.
C⋊ 0 D C is not closed under subobjects in general. However, we can enlarge C ⋊ 0 D C to be closed under the subobjects. Such a procedure is called closure in Definition 3.11 in [24] . We denote the closure of C ⋊ 0 D C by C ⋊ D C and call it the crossed product of C by D C . We remark that dim
It is important to mention that C ⋊ D C is a modular category due to Theorem 4.4 in [24] .
Remark 2.4. Müger has constructed a C * -tensor category C ⋊ S with conjugates , direct sums and subobjects from C (not rational in general) and S, where S is a symmetric C * -tensor subcategory of C, not necessarily S ⊂ D C . See [24] for details. 3 Müger's crossed product and α-induction for subfactors
Let M, ∆ and ∆ d be as in Subsection 2.1, and we assume that ∆ 0 is a finite set. We further assume that ∆ d is even and
, where G is a finite group. Then, by Doplicher-Roberts duality theory there exists a factor, denoted by M ⋊Ĝ, which contains M as a subfactor with index |G|. See [6] and [7] for the detailed accounts.
We may assume that M ⋊Ĝ is generated by M and isometries {ψ
where V (τ,k)
(ρ,i)(σ,j) ∈ Hom(τ, ρ · σ) and R σ ∈ Hom(ι,σ · σ).
. By computations, one has E(ψ
∈ Hom(id, γ). Then, we have the rela-
Proof. Applying the conditional expectation E to the equation vψ
.
). Multiplying v from the left of the equality ψ
Apply the conditional expectation E to the above equality, then we have
Next, we compute t
Then, we have the following identity
Multiplying v * from the right of the above equality and applying E, then we have
This completes the proof. Proof. By Lemma 3.2,
is isometry in Hom(σ, θ) . Hence, ε(θ, θ) is given by
Then, we have
i , and with this, the formula (3.16) is equal to
On the contrary, assume that ε(θ, θ)
On the other hand, multiplying σ
from the left of v 2 , we have
i . Remark 3.4. The identity ε(θ, θ)v 2 = v 2 is called the chiral locality condition in [4] .
Proof. Let γ be the canonical endomorphism of M ⋊Ĝ ⊃ M and θ the restriction of γ to M.
Applying γ to (3.12), we have γ(ψ , θ) . By the Braiding-Fusion equation (2.5),
The last claim is clear because ε
i . We remark that this expression is unique. For x ∈ M, we have
∈ Hom(id, σ), the above equality is
We will show that the left hand side is equal to the right hand side.
where we used the Braiding-Fusion equation (2.2) for the second equality. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.7. By the above lemma, we have
id. This can be read that α-induction trivializes degenerate sectors.
Let λ ∈ ∆ ∩ ∆ d ′ and we use the notation α λ instead of α
Thanks to Proposition 3.3, we can make a full use of the arguments in the subsection 3.3 in [4] . For this, let β, δ be subsectors of α λ and α µ for some λ, µ ∈ ∆ ∩ ∆ d ′ , respectively. We set
with isometries t ∈ Hom(β, α λ ), s ∈ Hom(δ, α µ ). It is proved in Lemma 3.11 [4] that ε r (β, δ) does not depend on λ, µ and on the isometries s, t. Moreover,
α (Corollary 3.13 [4] ). Under these preliminaries, we have the following
Then, we have ε(λ, δ)ε(δ, λ) = 1 by Lemma 3.14 [4] . Hence,
id by Remark 3.7, we have β i = id for all i = 1, · · · , p, which proves that ε r is a non-degenerate braiding on (
α is modular. So far, we have discussed the similarities to Müger's theory of crossed product. In fact, we have the following Proposition 3.9. For the inclusion M ⋊Ĝ ⊃ M, the image of ∆ by the α ± -induction is given by
Proof. For the composition of the intertwiners, let
∈ Hom(α µ , α ν ). Then, ts ∈ Hom(α λ , α ν ) defines the composition of morphisms t and s.
We use the notations
and
It is enough to check the condition for t = t (k) ψ (k) and s = s (l) ψ (l) because of linearity.
which is (2.6).
For the tensor product of the intertwiners, let s ∈ Hom(
which is (2.7).
For the * -operation of the intertwiners, let t = σ,i t
which is (2.8).
Thus, the image of the α-induction is the crossed product ∆ ⋊ 0 ∆ d in the sense of Müger.
The last claim is immediate from the definitions of (
Let ∆ be a subset of End(M) 0 with a finite braided system ∆ 0 ,∆ ⊃ ∆ its non-degenerate extension. The following definition was first introduced by Ocneanu [26] .
Remark that we have dim∆ = dim ∆ dim ∆ d if the extension is minimal. We assume the minimality of the non-degenerate extension∆ ⊃ ∆ in the sequel.
be an orthonormal basis of Hom(ζ, ξ · η), ξ, η, ζ ∈ ∆ 0 . Let M be the opposite algebra of M and
2 ) be isometries defined by
Then, one can construct a subfactor B ∆ of A such that γ ∆ : A −→ B ∆ is the canonical endomorphism of the inclusion A ⊃ B ∆ [18] . We call the inclusion A ⊃ B ∆ the Longo-Rehren inclusion.
In a similar manner, we can construct the Longo-Rehren inclusion A ⊃ B∆. By their constructions, we have the inclusions A ⊃ B ∆ ⊃ B∆.
We define D(∆) to be the set of endomorphisms ρ ∈ End(B ∆ 
Proof. First, we may assume that D(∆) =∆ ⊗∆ op by thanks to Corollary 7.2 in [13] . By its construction, M ⋊ α G can be viewed as M ⋊Ĝ. Then, we may apply Proposition 4.2 to∆
By Lemma 7.6 in [13] , the image of the α-induction in Proposition 3.9 is in D(∆).
where we used the minimality of the extension∆ ⊃ ∆ for the fourth equality.
Application to the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants for 3-manifolds
We apply Theorem 4.3 to the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of 3-manifolds constructed from the quantum double D(∆) to get a simpler description of it in this case. Before we state Theorem, we collect some general results on a premodular category.
Lemma 5.1. Let M be a premodular category, P the non-degenerate extension of M and D be degenerates of M, i.e., D = M ∩ M ′ . Then, we have
where χ M (ξ) = 1 if ξ ∈ M, 0 otherwise.
Proof. We compute ξ∈D 0 S ′ (ξ, η)S ′ (ξ,ζ) in different ways. On one hand, we have
in Lemma 2.13 in [25] for the third equality.
On the other hand, Let C be a premodular category. Let L be a framed link with n components in the 3-sphere. We denote the invariant of the colored framed link by F C (L, λ), where λ = (λ 1 , · · · , λ n ) ∈ C n 0 . Set
We may assume that a closed 3-manifold M is obtained from surgery along the framed link L in the 3-sphere S 3 . Namely, M = ∂W L , where W L is the 4-manifold obtained by gluing n 2-handles to the 4-ball B 4 along L ⊂ S 3 = ∂B 4 . We denote the signature of W L by σ(L). Let C be a modular category and we set ∆ C = ξ∈C 0 t 
See [31] for the details of the definition.
Lemma 5.2. Let C be a premodular category with C ∩ C ′ = D and L be a framed link with n components. Then, we have
Proof. This is immediate from Remarques 2.1 1) and Proposition 3.7 1) in [5] . We now go back in the case of braided C * -tensor categories∆ and ∆ associated with subfactors. Recall that we have assumed the minimality of the non-degenerate extension∆ ⊃ ∆. For λ, µ ∈∆, we put [26] in the special case, although Ocneanu claims that it also holds true for G, a non-abelian group.
